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1What we do in our lab
2What is SmartRoot?
• Semi-automated 
• Root tracing software
• Morphology, topology







6Root system as a population
6Root system as a population
7Why semi-automated?
• Local information is needed
• Sample the root system
• Sample the image
8How does it work?
9Quick root tracing overview
9Quick root tracing overview
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Nodes as individual objects
Root as individual object
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Object oriented
Nodes as individual objects





Nodes as individual objects Topology
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primary root tracing
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primary root tracing
identify proteoid LR of 
interest across images
annotate cluster position
spatial and temporal root 
development dynamics[ ]
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Root growth in rhizotrons
rhizotron, apex tracking
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Root growth in rhizotrons
rhizotron, apex tracking
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Root growth in rhizotrons
rhizotron, apex tracking
root tracing
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Root growth in rhizotrons
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trace the primary
automatic lateral tracing
diameters, root length 








- Vector based and object-oriented
- Annotation tool
- User interface, data export, ....
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www.uclouvain.be/smartroot
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